
What are the most pressing issues facing this
office? How do you propose to address them?

"Two of the pressing issues are largely due to timing - the state mandated
affordable housing plan has to be developed and a new police Chief search is
kicking off. I believe the City is taking appropriate steps to develop the plan by
understanding the baseline data, involving the community, and learning from
other model communities as to how they developed their plans. These are all
essential steps to address and develop our plan. The hiring of a new police chief
is also a pressing issue as ours is retiring. He has been a tremendous asset to the
department and the community. Filling his shoes is a challenge and is a high
priority. There's also an incredible amount of behind the scenes work that takes
place in the City and you typically don't hear about that until something is wrong.
Ensuring that Park Ridge residents continue to experience a high quality of
services is accomplished through budgeting, having the right leaders in place,
and listening to staff to get them the tools they need to do their jobs well."
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"While I can identify issues that are important to me, my whole purpose in
running for the 7th Ward Alderperson is to represent the 7th Ward residents and
address the problems and concerns that are important to them. I am concerned
about the rise in crime, especially in the 7th (and 6th) ward(s). I would
recommend additional patrols in the 6th & 7th wards. If I am elected. I would
support adding additional police officers to the ranks to help the cause. As a
community, we seem to have moved on from the airport issues. The 7th ward
bears the brunt of the airplane noise and air pollution problems. If I am elected, I
would support the installation of noise and air quality monitoring so that we can
determine how bad the issues are. We need to adhere to rules and ordinances.
The rules are put in place so that no one person or business has an advantage
over another. I may not like a rule, I will have the ability to change a rule, but I
have to follow the rules! Honesty, Integrity, Transparency, Accountability
(H.I.T.A) is lacking in our City Council. I have and will continue to follow the HITA
principles and hold the other officials to the same standard."



Do you support zoning changes to get Park Ridge to
the 10% required minimum affordable housing
standard? If not, how do you suggest it be done?

What is your vision for increasing affordable or
moderate cost housing in Park Ridge? 

"I enter into the development of the mandated affordable housing plan with an
open mind and without an agenda to implement. I do not consider myself to be an
expert in affordable housing and am really eager to hear and learn from Park
Ridge citizens through the survey and process outlined above, from the
Metropolitan Mayors Caucus, and from officials in other towns as to how they
developed their plans."
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"The solution to affordable housing is complex. It appears to me that the City
Council is only hearing one point of view on how to solve this issue. I believe that
all parties should be able to propose ideas for an equitable solution. I have ideas
that will increase affordable housing, increase diversity, and will not create a
burden on the existing residents, city services, and school system. Others may
have different ideas; it is the collective effort that solves problems - and solving
one problem should not create another problem."
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"The current zoning ordinances allow for affordable housing. The issue becomes -
how do we get developers to use the tools already built into the ordinances. As a
Planning and Zoning Commissioner, I called for examination and update of the
Ordinances. If changes are required, I would support them."

"I think all options are on the table at the evaluation stage as the plan is
developed. As with any other process, coming to the right selection would
involve discussion, input from many people, examination of the data, and
examination of the costs/benefits and how the choices compare to one another."



In what ways, if any, should the City Council foster
inclusivity and diversity?

"I believe that on Council we need to not only tolerate differing opinions, but
seek to learn from each other. We need the insights gained when diverse
opinions are openly discussed so that our solutions are well rounded and
complete. To be able to hear all sides of an issue, Council needs to be a place
where people feel comfortable to come and voice their concerns. The elected
officials should be approachable, eager to listen to constituents, and
conversations during meetings should continue to be kept civil. We also need to
seek community input and make opportunities for all types of citizens to
contribute."YVONNE
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"The City Council represents all the residents of Park Ridge. Everyone should
have a voice in the addressing the concerns that affect them. I welcome all to
the table and will represent all viewpoints."
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What skills, experience and qualities would you
bring to this office?

"Professionally, I've worked in civil/environmental engineering and have over 20
years of experience. In that capacity, I've managed construction and planning
projects with a lot of moving pieces, many stakeholders, and large budgets. I
have been able to successfully listen to the competing voices and find solutions
while sticking to deadlines and budgets. Personally, I have been an active
volunteer in my various communities. I'm an eager listener and love talking with
and spending time with people - I really feel that the most important part of this
position is listening to the community and working to find resolutions that are
data-driven, fiscally responsible, and beneficial to everyone. I bring both my
professional skill set and who I am as a person to my work on City Council."
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"Lake County Emergency Management Agency - Search and Rescue Division
Chief, Former Planning and Zoning Commissioner, Former Fire and Police
Commissioner, Former Director of Maine Township Office of Emergency
Management"
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